IXL for Blended Learning
Districts around the country are choosing IXL as the centerpiece
of their blended learning initiatives.

IXL’s integrated platform gives districts the
tools to drive authentic blended learning
in their classrooms:

Diagnostic

•

Technology that empowers students to
own their learning

•

High-quality digital resources to support
every lesson

•

Analytics that help teachers take
instructional action in the classroom

Curriculum
Analytics

EMPOWER STUDENTS TO CONTROL THE PATH AND PACE OF
THEIR LEARNING WITH IXL
In IXL blended learning classrooms, every student knows exactly where they are at and what
they can do to grow.
The IXL Continuous Diagnostic
IXL’s Continuous Diagnostic is the first
assessment built to inspire student
agency. The Continuous Diagnostic feels
nothing like a regular test—it works
silently in the background to analyze
each student’s knowledge. Students can
check their diagnostic stats regularly to
understand where they are at, and what
they can do to improve.

IXL Recommendations Wall
Using insights from all of a student’s
work on IXL, including analysis from the
Continuous Diagnostic, IXL knows the
exact skills to help them grow and excel.
Instead of locking students into a rigid
pathway, IXL offers a Recommendations
wall that allows students to make choices
about their learning. As students explore
their wall and select skills that interest
them, teachers can rest assured that
every skill on the wall will help them drive
growth and mastery. By allowing students
to take ownership of their learning, IXL
taps into their intrinsic desire to grow and
helps them make more progress, faster.

SUPPORT ANY LESSON AND LEARNING NEED WITH IXL’S
HIGH-QUALITY CURRICULUM
Whether your district is implementing a
station rotation, lab rotation, flex or flipped
model, teachers need the right digital
resources to support meaningful learning
for every student, every day.
IXL has built a comprehensive curriculum of
more than 7,000 skills across 5 subjects that
complements any lesson from pre-K to 12th
grade. Teachers can always turn to IXL to
support and extend their daily lessons, no
matter the topic. And, IXL’s complete state
standards and textbook alignments make
it even easier to power up any lesson with
adaptive, rigorous learning opportunities
for students.

TAKE INSTRUCTIONAL ACTION IN THE CLASSROOM WITH
INSIGHTS FROM IXL ANALYTICS
With insights from IXL Analytics, teachers can improvise in their blended classrooms and take
effective instructional action the moment it’s needed.

Support small-group
instruction

Encourage student
ownership

IXL’s Trouble Spots report
identifies areas where
students are stuck and
recommends small groups
for instruction. It even
provides a carousel of
students’ missed questions
to support targeted
reteaching.

The Student Score Chart
provides in-depth analysis of
an individual student’s work
on IXL. Teachers can use this
report in 1-1 conferences
and encourage students to
monitor their own progress
and identify areas they’d like
to work on.

Be everywhere at once
The Real-Time Center is the
ultimate tool for managing a
blended learning environment.
This report allows teachers to
monitor class progress live and
sends alerts when students
need support or are off-task.

Learn more about IXL’s blended learning solution at
www.ixl.com/membership/administrators/how-it-works

